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Seniors Select their Candidates

KARA BIVENS
Staff Reporter

In the 2020 United States
Presidential Election, some
Charlotte Catholic seniors had
their first opportunity to cast a
vote that could help shape our
nation for the next four years.
Not only was it the seniors’ first
time voting, but this year’s voting process was also impacted
by the ongoing Covid-19 pan-

demic, making the experience a
unique one.
Carrie-Anne Rogers said
that she was very excited to
vote in a presidential election
because of how important it
is and afterwards she said, “I
felt very proud, knowing that
I had done my part to better
my future.” Carrie-Anne had
voted in the primaries in
March and researched the
candidates beforehand so
she was prepared to vote
when she reached her polling location. Carrie-Anne
said, “everyone able to vote
should do so, even if you
don’t think your one vote
could make a difference. It
could.”
Anna Caroline Fuller said

that she was nervous to vote for
the first time because it’s a big
decision to elect a president, but
she felt that as a young person
she had an obligation to vote
“because it’s setting the stage
for not only our future but our
children’s future and their children’s future.” Anna Caroline
said that voting was a positive experience, and that “they
made the process really easy
and it was comforting to know
that everyone in the room just
wanted what was best for our
country.”
Both Carrie-Anne and Anna
Caroline said that when the poll
workers heard that they were
first time voters, the workers
announced it to the room and
clapped for them, encouraging

the next generation of U.S. voters.
Coronavirus concerns also
made this year’s election memorable.
Mecklenburg County, where
some seniors cast their ballots, expanded the number of
polling locations this year to
reduce crowds and improved its
mail-in ballot systems to make
voting as safe as possible for
everyone.
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From in the Lab to On the Screen

PJ O’CONNELL
Staff Reporter

The start of the 2020 school year has been
filled with multiple adaptions in order to
accommodate students during a global
pandemic. Both teachers and students are
unsure about the new policies. Some labs
this year have been suspended due to the
need to keep all materials clean and to
minimize close contact between students in
the classroom.
While some science teachers have been
treating this year as no different from any

other, some have been hesitant to offer labs
to their students and require students to
complete lab reports.
One of the advantages of going to Charlotte Catholic is that most science classes
come with interactive laboratories in the
back of the classrooms. This is something
that the teachers in past years have taken
advantage of and have offered labs as often
as once a month. This year, we have seen a
significant drop in the number of labs due to
the Coronavirus pandemic.
When asked about labs, Honors Physics
teacher Mrs. Hilderbrand commented, “It is
hard for us to do labs in the classroom because of all of the touching that you would
be doing, and then we would have to wipe
all the equipment down for the next class
period.”
As an alternative to traditional labs, Mrs.
Hilderbrand has required her students to
complete virtual labs on websites such as
PhET and completing lab reports through
Canvas, rather than giving out lab packets
as she did in previous years. Her most recent virtual lab report instructed students to
put different weights onto springs and measure the difference in the spring constant of
each. She first demonstrated this lab to her
students with real weights and springs behind plexiglass in her classroom to be safe.
Students are finding that although these
labs aren’t the “real deal,” they are still
fun and entertaining. One of Mrs. Hilder-

brand’s students, Lawrence Nazarian says
“I still like that we are doing some sort of
labs, even though we aren’t doing hands-on
ones.” He continues by saying, “I like the
virtual labs; it is fun to play around with
the different settings on the website and see
how the objects change.” Lawrence even
points out that “I think it’s better that we
can make mistakes [in the virtual labs] and
not have to restart the lab completely like
we would last year.”
Another teacher who is holding off on
doing hands-on labs is anatomy teacher
Mrs. Sheely. Unlike Mrs. Hilderbrand, Mrs.
Sheely has not assigned her students any
labs to complete. On the other hand, Mrs.
Sheely discussed with her class the possibility of doing the annual cat dissection in the
4th quarter of the year. The cat dissection
is something students look forward to, and
if any labs will be conducted during the
school year, the cat dissection must be on
the list.
On the other hand, some other science
teachers have continued to perform labs
normally in their classrooms. Chemistry
teachers Mrs. High and Mrs. Belciglio have
been continuing to carry out labs but have
been careful about not spreading germs.
They have been sure to wipe down all supplies, goggles, and aprons after using them
and between each class. These labs have
made the class even more fun and interactive, which is good for the students and

keeping their attention, but they need to
stay safe.
A new way that labs are being given and
conducted for virtual students is through
Zoom. Teachers are giving their students
that are online a list of materials and
ingredients needed to complete a lab that
students are doing in person. Because of the
range of materials and substances needed
for the lab to be similar to one in class, the
labs are not the same. The outcome and
measurements will all be different than ones
conducted in the classroom. Although this
practice may hurt students in the long run
due to the difference in data, it is a good
alternative for online students to be able to
accommodate them.
The infamous pig dissection lab is also
still scheduled for the 4th quarter in biology
classes for freshmen, so it is a good decision for students to begin good lab practices
such as wearing the right protective gear
and acting in a certain way that is appropriate for the lab.
During these unsettling times, we have to
be sure we are all staying safe, while also
getting the full Charlotte Catholic learning
experience. While we should wait to see if a
vaccine is on the way to keep us completely
safe from the virus, we should all take the
necessary precautions, but also learn the basics and have fun during all of our science
classes at Charlotte Catholic.
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Clubs Compromise with Campus Ministry

MARGARET SIZELAND
Staff Reporter

Some of the most respected extracurricular activities at Charlotte Catholic are
the student-organized clubs, to which the
administration has generally granted a
degree of freedom in their activities. Now
that the chaplain’s office has assumed
authority over aligning all extracurricular
activities to the school’s Catholic mission
statement, several popular clubs have been
cancelled for “activities that challenge our
community’s values,” according to Father
Timothy Reid.
Few clubs have been banned, but their
impact on the school community has been
significant. The Young Democrats and
the Young Republicans, which organize
political awareness events for the school
community, and Dungeons and Dragons
Club, a creative outlet for students interested in fantasy roleplaying, were the top
offenders.
Advisors and student leaders of other
clubs like the Diversity Club, Young Activists Club, Teens for Courage, and Smash
Bros Club that were not outright cancelled
still felt threatened by the chaplain’s new
restrictions. They found, though, that
“once they made clear how the intentions
and activities of the club aligned with
Catholic values,” they could come to an
agreement with Father Reid. The leaders
agreed to conduct their clubs as if they

were under direct
supervision from the
chaplain.
These terms fit
with the reasoning
Father Reid gives
for how placing guidelines on
student activities
improves the school
community. “When
you put a fence
around a house with
a dog, you don’t do
it because you don’t
want your dog to
enjoy himself and play happily-- you do
it because otherwise, the dog can run off
where he shouldn’t and get hurt. We aren’t
placing these restrictions on our students
because we enjoy punishing them, but
because we want to steer the spiritual community away from temptation and division.
I wouldn’t be here if I didn’t want to act in
the best interests of the students,” Father
Reid explained, saying that “just because
students enjoy an activity or believe
they’re doing the right thing doesn’t mean
that it is a good thing.”
While that justification playcates most
students, some are still incensed by the disappearance of activities they enjoyed and

found a community in. “I still don’t get
what’s wrong with Dungeons and Dragons,” one sophomore said. “We’ve been
doing this for years with the full support
of the faculty-- what changed?” Sydney
Kellgren, the Dungeons and Dragons club
vice president, agreed with them by saying
“It’s ridiculous we don’t get a place to
express ourselves. Tolkien and C.S. Lewis
were Christians who loved fantasy-- it’s
not sinful or anything unless you make it
that way.”
Senior Sam Bohmer, ex-president of the
Young Democrats Club, commented that
they “reorganized under the banner of the
Catholic Social Justice Club, but after lots
of debate. Politics aren’t anti-Catholic;
they’re how we affect change to make our

society more Christian, like Pope Francis
says. Pretending they don’t exist isn’t
going to help anyone, especially when the
goal of a school is to educate its students
on what they need to know about how
to act in the real world.” Another senior,
Matthew Ruff, added “We’re not trying to
be heretics, but it doesn’t damage kids to
know what people with other perspectives
think and how different views can coexist.
It’s more harmful to act like it hurts them
-- you can’t expect everyone to think and
act like you, even if they go to your church
or sit next to you in class. It’d make our
school community stronger to accept that.”
Father Reid has opened his door to discussion with students who disagree with
these decisions, but the administration has
made it clear that he has full authority to
decide on matters he considers “of concern
to the spiritual well-being to the school
community,” as decreed by the bishop.
Much of the student body has decided with
the passing of Club Day that the issue is
not worth dredging up again; if more clubs
run the risk of being prohibited, however, the chaplain’s office may want to be
watchful for the return of student ire.
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JOSEPH FLYNN
Staff Reporter

Students Give Back by Giving Blood

Blood drives are always necessary,
but right now they are needed more
than ever. In the midst of America’s
widespread infection, hospitals all
over the country are struggling and
can use all the help they can get.
Charlotte Catholic senior Emma
Gatewood took it upon herself to
help organize a blood drive with
Red Cross. The drive will take place
on November 25 from 10:00 AM to
2:30 PM at Pineville Church of the
Nazarene. Her friends have volunteered to help, and students are encouraged to do so as well. The team
is looking for at least 62 potential
donors, which should yield about 50
usable donations.
Senior William Kernodle is working right now to recruit donors and
inform them of where they need to
be and when, as well as what to do
before and after donating. At the
drive, he will work at the registration and snack tables to help do-

nors through the
process. He said,
“I think it should
be a lot of fun,
and something
that I’ve come to
realize is a pretty
big problem right
now, especially
with the virus.
There’s a massive
blood shortage, so
this is some really
important work, and I’m happy to
help because it needs to be done.”
Senior Maura Egan is also recruiting donors through phone calls and
emails and will help with setups,
cleanups, and whatever else is
needed. She said, “Emma asked if I
would be willing to help her at the
blood drive and I thought it’d be
a super great way to get involved,
especially since there’s a shortage of
blood.”

Senior Annie Russo’s job is to
sign people in at the drive and help
them get to their designated donation spots. She said, “I volunteered
because I wanted to help Emma,
and this is a great opportunity to
work with a blood drive. I also can
not give blood, so this is the best
way I can help. This is my first time
working at a blood drive and I am
looking forward to it.” She noted
that while the team has gathered
a number of signups, they are still

looking for more.
All students are encouraged to
donate blood if they are able or help
out in other ways like Emma’s team.
With every donation, people in need
can live easier lives, and doctors
can focus their energy on saving
others. Helping out with this blood
drive is a great way to help the
community.
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Covid Forces Change for First Quarter

ABIGAIL HAHN
Staff Reporter

The first quarter of the 2020-2021
school year has come and gone, marking a perfect place for students to reflect
on the events of the school year thus far.
Despite substantial changes to the school
environment, students have found that
high school remains just as hectic and
entertaining as in years past.
The first major event of the first quarter
was introduced before the school year
even started. Initially perceived as disorganized and confusing, students have
adjusted well to this year’s new block
schedule.
The removal of morning homeroom
has also made this year unique. Sophomore Emily Becker thinks that Catholic’s decision “was smart for this time of
Covid” because it minimizes unnecessary close contact between students. She
also admitted she won’t miss the often
awkward start to the day.
Students have also been adapting
to a slew of procedures designed to
minimize the threat of Covid-19. Some
procedures, such as social distancing
and mandatory mask-wearing, have
remained consistent throughout the first
quarter. Others, such as the duration
of lunch, have changed as Charlotte
Catholic navigates how best to protect

students.
Unfortunately, the presence of Covid-19 has made many quintessential high
school events unfeasible, most notably
the celebrations surrounding homecoming. Typically celebrated in late September or early October, homecoming usually entails a football game, a pep rally,
and the iconic dance. However, dances
and pep rallies are considered high-risk
activities, and the high school football
season doesn’t start until the spring.

This has understandably left many
students disappointed. Emy Hitchell,
a sophomore, says that she loves “going to dances and having fun, so this
year was definitely a year to remember”
because of the absence of these events.
Despite this, she and other students
recognize the need to stay safe and are
hopeful they will see a reintroduction of
homecoming celebrations, perhaps this
spring.
However, the absence of old tradi-

tions has led to ingenious new adaptations. This year, Charlotte Catholic held
its first-ever virtual club day. Rather
than set up stalls and posters in the gym,
students watched a slideshow advertising Catholic’s many clubs. The event
was evidently a success at recruiting
students to join clubs; freshman Angela
Ortiz-Green says that she signed up for
twelve.
While starting high school is inherently
daunting, this year’s freshmen have had
to tackle entering a whole new school
as well as a pandemic. Angela, a virtual
student, says that her high school experience “has been very different” from
what she had expected. Learning from
home has been difficult, but she says
she is “interested in almost everything”
and has made many new friends through
school and extracurricular activities.
The end of the first quarter is an ideal
time for students to reflect back on the
beginnings of an admittedly strange
school year. As students adjust to their
new surroundings, they can reflect on
the changes that may need to be made to
continue on their successful high school
journey into the second quarter.
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Macy’s Day Parade Marches to Empty Streets

ROBERT VERRIER
Staff Reporter

The Covid-19 pandemic has altered
the ways Americans congregate, and this
year’s Thanksgiving will be no different.
One of the major traditions of the holiday
is the iconic Macy’s Thanksgiving Day
parade; however, it will take place under a
different format in 2020.
The history of Macy’s Thanksgiving Day
parade dates back to 1924, when the first
parade was held outside of Macy’s Flagship store at Herald Square on 34th street
in New York City. The original production featured Macy’s employees marching
outside the store in colorful costumes, live
entertainment, animals from New York’s
Central Park Zoo, and Santa Claus being
welcomed to the 34th street store. Despite
modest media coverage, the first parade
drew a crowd of 250,000 people, and
Macy’s declared it would be an annual
event.
Since its first production, the Macy’s
Thanksgiving Day Parade has turned into
a beloved tradition. Every year, over 50
million people watch the broadcast on
NBC, and over 3.5 million people attend
the parade in New York City. Viewers
on the streets of New York will arrive
upwards of five hours in advance, and in

some extreme cases, wait overnight to
ensure they have a good view of the parade. The parade typically requires 8,000
volunteers and features 59 balloons, 26
floats, 1,200 dancers and cheerleaders, 12
marching bands, and dozens of celebrity
appearances.
The 94th broadcast of the parade, however, will be unlike any other. In August,
Macy’s deemed it unsafe to hold an event
where 3.5 million people would be within
close proximity for hours on end on a
tightly packed New York City street. In
September, they announced their plans for
a “made for TV” version of the Thanksgiving Day parade.
The event is undergoing various drastic
changes, it will take place without fans,
and will be pre-taped instead of airing
live. It will be aired on two days instead of the one three-hour broadcast on
Thanksgiving morning.
The route of the parade has also been
modified. Instead of marching 2.5 miles,
the participants will appear just in front of
Macy’s 34th street Herald Square store on
camera. This alteration has caused issues
for CBS as well, as the network typically
airs an alternative view of the parade

route from the perspective of the CBS
Building. Instead, they will substitute
programming yet to be announced.
All the high school and collegiate
marching bands, dancers, and cheerleaders scheduled to perform at the 2020
parade have been pushed back to perform
in 2021, and have been replaced by local,
professional groups.
Not only have the performers changed,
but also the production of the event. All
the floats and balloons will be hauled by
trucks or other vehicles with anchored
framework, designed specifically for
carrying these inflatables, rather than
dozens of people holding onto strings
to keep the balloons from flying away
or destroying the metropolis. The
volunteer staff has also been cut by
25% and will be socially distanced.
They will be further divided into two
teams, each working on one day of the
production exclusively.
The public inflation ceremony, typically held the night before the parade,
has been cancelled as well.
Despite these alterations, the parade
will continue to introduce new character balloons as it has every year since

1981. One of the two new announced balloons is “The Boss Baby,” based on the
main character of the 2017 Dreamworks
film.
Though these adjustments might be
deflating for some long time parade-goers
and may take the wind out of others, the
parade is a staple of Thanksgiving and
will certainly return in 2021, hopefully
to much fanfare and a large crowd.
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BETHANY HARDAWAY
Staff Reporter

Thanksgiving in 2020 will undoubtedly be different from previous years thanks to the presence of
Covid-19. The Center for Disease
Control (CDC) has provided guidelines to Americans to keep themselves and their families safe this
Thanksgiving.
The CDC does not override state
or national guidelines and instructs
those participating in group holidays to be cognizant of the risk.
Mask-wearing is encouraged, as
well as hosting the holiday outdoors
in efforts to hinder the potential
spread of Covid-19.
Families hosting Thanksgiving celebrations should
take the appropriate sanitation measures. Hosts should
limit the number of attendees as well as the length of
the celebration. Because
the virus is so contagious,
those serving food and
drinks should be extremely
careful.
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Give Thanks, Not the Virus
The CDC also recommends highrisk people to be very cautious
when participating in festivities
and refrain from particularly large
celebrations. Will Conner, a senior,
said that his grandparents will not
celebrate because they “don’t want
to run the risk of infection at their
age.”
In a New York Times article, Dr.
Anthony S. Fauci stated that the
advice to Americans in regards to
2020’s holiday season “is not one
size fits all.” The health and comfort
levels of guests determine the safety

measures taken.
Katrina Agabashian, a junior, says
that her family plans to proceed
with their normal Thanksgiving
activities because of her family’s
small size and good health. Katrina
added that the guidelines given by
the CDC seem slightly exaggerated
since “Thanksgiving is all about
eating, which is impossible to do
with a mask on.”
Thanksgiving travel is down
almost 25% in 2020 as reported by
The New York Times, a trend that is
likely due to the Covid-19 pandem-

ic. Dr. Mandy Cohen, North Carolina’s Health and Human Safety
Secretary, suggested that travelers
get tested before they depart to
ensure that they are healthy before
joining others.
The families of various households
celebrating together should keep
separate by feasting at individual
tables. For indoor events, medical
professionals suggest having steady
ventilation throughout the home to
lessen the threat of the virus.
Although traditions such as the
Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade
will not look the same
this year, Americans
have some normality in
still being able to commemorate the holiday.
Families are urged to
be respectful of one
another’s health and
have some precautions
in place to prevent any
spread of coronavirus.
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One Small Drop of Water, One Giant Discovery for Man

TESS MULLIGAN
Staff Reporter

What does water mean to us? It’s
something to quench our thirst on a hot
day, something to cook with, something to wash our hands with. Water is
what gives us life, and most recently, it
has been found on the sunlit side of the
moon.
On October 21, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
announced that they were going to
release some exciting discoveries about
the moon on Monday, October 26.
They shared the groundbreaking news
that water, which had only been discovered on the dark side of the moon
so far, has now been located on the lit
side of the moon.
According to nasa.gov, these findings
mean that water may be on all surfaces
of the moon. NASA had hypothesized
that water may be on the lit side of the
moon and the Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA) has
verified these theories. SOFIA is an
airplane that can fly a telescope up to
heights of 45,000 feet to make detailed
observations.

The water was first located by SOFIA
in Clavius Crater, in which there was
enough water to fill a 12 ounce bottle,
according to npr.org. The water is not
in a liquid or solid form, rather, it is
several molecules spread throughout
the soil.
From NASA’s data, we know that the
levels of water in the Sahara are 100
times more than the amounts on the
moon but the existence of the water
still creates questions.

Scientists are confused by water’s
presence in the crater. Casey Honnibal, a prominent author of the
findings, said that, “Without a thick
atmosphere, water on the sunlit lunar
surface should just be lost to space.”
Some theories state that micrometeorites containing water crash to the moon
and leave it in the soil.
What does this discovery mean for
people?
NASA has a goal of developing a

sustainable human habitat on the moon
before 2030. Water might hold the key
to obtaining this goal.
According to the New York Times, if
it is determined to be suitable, astronauts can drink the water and use its
components, hydrogen and oxygen, for
various tasks. Hydrogen can be used
as a propellant and oxygen can be used
to breathe.
Jacob Bleacher, chief scientist for human exploration and operations, says
that not needing to transport water will
allow astronauts to carry more useful
items with them.
Although it is a small amount of
water, this discovery is a major breakthrough for the scientific community.
Water on the moon expands humanity’s horizons and our knowledge of
the universe.
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Sports Start Up Under Covid Guidelines

TESS VALKOVSCHI
Staff Reporter

Covid-19 affected important parts of our lives, and for
teenagers sports were a big part. After months of waiting, November brings the official start of the 2020-2021

with either a staggered, waved or interval start. Runners

spectators must remain seated just as in an outdoor

do not have to wear face coverings when competing.

facility.

Volleyball will follow the same timeline as cross

All new guidelines for sports under Covid-19 are

fall sports season according to North Carolina High

country, but with 14 games for the entire season with a

subject to change. Despite that fact, the wait for sports

School Athletic Association (NCHSAA) guidelines.

maximum of two per week. At games all coaches, of-

to begin is finally over. Fans and players will now wait

In a non-Covid-19 setting, the fall season of NCHSAA

ficials, and players must wear face coverings. However,

to see how it all plays out.

sports at Charlotte Catholic High School would include

players do not have to wear face coverings when on the

volleyball, men’s soccer, women’s tennis, cross country,

court competing. Gloves are now appropriate attire on

lines for the 2020-2021 school year, check out the

football, women’s golf, and cheerleading. This school

the court if a player chooses to wear them.

NCHSAA manual and calendar at www.nchsaa.org.

year that list is shortened to cross country and volleyball

New ball rules have been put in place for games. Each

during the fall season, with the others being pushed back

team must bring their own warm up balls and there will

to the spring.

be multiple game balls being disinfected in between

Fans and athletes anticipate the start of these two sports
on November 4. Junior cross country captain Lawrence
Nazarian is excited for the team to “grow even closer”

points. Also new, teams will not shake hands before and
after a game and will not switch benches after each set.
Whether or not spectators will be allowed is a big

because they have been unofficially training to get ahead

question now that sports are being resumed. NCHSAA’s

of the game. Now that they can officially train, there are

2020-2021 Modified Sports Manual states that outdoor

new guidelines to follow.

parks, fields, and courts must “limit the number of spec-

NCHSAA has limited the cross country season to 10

tators to the lesser of 100 individuals per park, field, or

meets with a maximum of two per weekThe first meet

court, or 30% of the facility’s stated fire capacity.” All

will be on November 18, 2020 and the last meet on Jan-

spectators must wear face coverings and remain seated.

uary 8, 2021. Meets will require all coaches, officials,
and runners to wear face coverings. The races will begin

For further information and updates on sports guide-

The number of spectators for indoor courts is limited
to “25 per facility.” Face coverings must be worn and
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Legendary League Tournament Rises to New Heights

WILLIAM HICKS
Staff Reporter

popular game,
League of
Legends, Riot
Games hosts a
massive, highly
competitive
tournament
each year where
the best of the
best compete
for the title of
“World Champions.” While
all the matches
In a world ravaged by Covid-19
previous to the final match generand mandatory quarantines, it is not
ally receive decent viewership, the
hard to see why many people have
Finals reach insane numbers, rivalbeen turning to gaming as a form
ing that of the Super Bowl.
of escapism and entertainment. If
In 2018, Invictus and Fnatic went
one were to attempt to look past
head-to-head, for a total view count
gaming as mere entertainment, they
of 99.6 million people. In 2019,
would find a massive competitive
Funplus Phoenix and G2 Esports
scene with just as many viewers and
managed to claim over 110 milcompetitors as any athletic event.
lion viewers. This year, two rookie
And this year, Riot Games stood to
teams, Damwon and Suning, tore
gain from all these new and curious
through the competition and faced
eyes.
off in the finals.
Creator of the world’s most

While the official viewership numbers have yet to be released, it will
be big given the annual increase
in viewers and the current world
situation. The match itself was by
far one of the most exciting Worlds
matches in over five years.
In League of Legends, a “Pentakill” is when a single player manages to kill all five enemy players
by himself, and in over a decade of
Worlds, nobody has managed to get
one. Bin, one of the players from
Suning managed to get a Pentakill
in round one, winning the round for
his team in a stylish and jaw-dropping manner.
By the end of round two Matt
Schmidt, a Charlotte Catholic
junior, claimed he “no longer [had]
any fingernails.” Round three had
viewers jumping out of their seats
and shouting in disbelief despite the
early hour.
The opening ceremony, which
functions both as a pseudo-concert
and an extravagant stage perforPhoto Credit: Google Images

mance, is also famous for drawing viewers. In previous years, the
crowds were presented with massive augmented reality dragons
and performances from the artists
of Riot Games’ best music. Many
were hoping that this year would
surpass even the previous years.
Unfortunately, in this respect, Covid-19 was a double edged sword.
The ceremony undoubtedly drew
in more viewers, but the production quality was also understandably worse than that of previous
years, since the staff working on
the production had to work around
quarantine standards. Regardless,
this year’s Worlds was an amazing
and memorable experience.

